switches
& controls
HOW TO SELECT THE RIGHT ONE

S

witches are the most fundamental component in
any circuit and will often be
the most important design
decision a product designer
makes when engineering the human/
machine interface.
If you get this choice wrong,
the results can range from inconvenience through poor haptics all the
way to compromised equipment and
operator safety.
Where should the designer begin?
Carling Technologies, a major manufacturer of electrical equipment since
1920, has an extensive set of useful
guidelines for engineers and product
designers looking for a head start.

The Basics:
Performance in the Circuit

• Is switch capacitance and internal
resistance a factor?
For the engineer designing switches
to go into an operator control station
or console, these issues aren’t apparent from a schematic or functional
block diagram. It’s essential for the
design engineer to work closely with
the circuit designer to ensure that a
specified switch fits the entire performance envelope. That envelope may

to the engineer specifying the switch
to work closely with the circuit design
team to clearly define performance
parameters in both normal and
possible failure modes to narrow the
selection process.
Crossing that checklist against
switches available that will fit panel
design and cost considerations is the
second major challenge facing the
console/HMI designer.

SWITCHES WILL OFTEN BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT DESIGN DECISION A PRODUCT
DESIGNER MAKES WHEN ENGINEERING
THE HUMAN/MACHINE INTERFACE.

include RFI shielding due to other
At this point, Carling Technologies
on-board systems including commu- recommends contacting the switch
Ask any design engineer what the
supplier as early as possible in the
key constraints are in any project, and nications equipment and inductive
you’ll hear the same two factors at the pickup from spark ignition systems in design phase. Capable suppliers like
gasoline engines.
Carling have an extensive technical
top of the list: cost and time.
That’s easy to say, but few designers database available online and have
Often, there are constraints on
of panels and consoles are also circuit engineers on hand to speed the selecboth, but behind the need to deliver
on-budget and on-time is the assump- developers. This adds a responsibility tion process.
tion of performance. For electrical
switches in on- and off-road motive
power applications, it’s even tougher.
The process begins with the prime
function of any switch: circuit performance:
• Will the switch control load directly
or indirectly?
• Will the switch control AC, DC, or
pulsed DC currents?
• Is the switched current subject
to transient spikes or unusual
V-Series Contura® Rocker & Rotary, ST-Series Toggle, P27-Series Pushbutton
inrush conditions?
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Performance in the Panel

For an electrical engineer or circuit
designer, the switch is a schematic
diagram symbol; however, for a
systems or mechanical engineer,
a switch is a physical device with
associated volume, mass and pinout/
connector arrangement, among other
attributes. “DPDT, 12A, 12VDC” is
a basic schematic specification, but
the mechanical engineer or system
designer also considers the human
factors problem. These performance
questions typically include:
• What type of switch? Toggle, rocker,
rotary or push? Touch sensitive, or
reconfigurable?
• What service temperatures can be
expected? What about vibration and
shock?
• Will the switch be exposed to 		
moisture/immersion/washdown?
Chemicals, dust or ice?
While the latter points are reliability
factors, reliability and service are
defined differently by different
manufacturers. Many rely on
existing standards organizations,
such as the ASTM and SAE and
require a corresponding paper trail
of certification from the switch
manufacturer.
In this context, the experience and
reliability of the switch vendor is
essential. For OEM applications, initial
certification will likely be requested by
the customer and the quality assurance
(QA) process may require “certs” on an
annual, or even per shipment, basis.
In addition to QA driven certifications,
a user may require certification from
independent, recognized third parties.
UL/CSA are well-known certification
bodies in North America and have
some harmonization with European
Union EN standards. German TuV
and VDE standards also have wide
acceptance in the Western world. In
some markets, such as the European
Union, end-of-life considerations must
also be taken into account.
For example, is the switch RoHS
certified? It’s not just about mercury
anymore; even a cadmium plated mild
steel internal part can be an issue

Truck dashboard containing Carling Technologies Switches and Controls.

today, making this one of the many
factors designers must consider
today.
Will the product be sold
globally? If not, will this change in
the future? If that happens, what
is the cost of recertifying electrical
components to global standards? It
may make sense to choose a switch
with cross-approved certifications
right from the start.
On highway equipment for
on-road use the switch may require
specific certifications, such as the
harmonized CE mark. In every
case, the design engineer needs to
know which potential markets the
unit may be sold to.
Even if third party certification
is not required, could it replace
expensive in-house testing?
Could use of third-party certified
switches add perceived value to
the product or offer a unique
selling proposition? It may make
manufacturing and marketing
sense to specify certified switches
even if they’re not required.
Can the switch vendor
supply products with worldwide
certifications? On the quality side,
can they supply documentation to
the satisfaction of both in-house
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QA and the end-user? It’s a crucial
consideration and is one factor built
into the price of a switch. Often, the
lowest cost switch ships with little or
no documentation or traceability.
A simple measure of reliability
would be a requirement for zero
failures over the expected life of the
switch, measured in switch cycles.
For some applications, mean time
between failure—usually expressed in
operating hours—might be requested.
Again, the vendor represents the
best starting point for switch selection
where reliability considerations are
paramount. Long life, high reliability
switches are naturally more expensive,
and a specifying engineer on a
budget—essentially every engineer—
can reduce costs and broaden the
possible switch selection by sensible
MTBF or reliability parameters.
It’s tempting to over-specify
reliability in a complex system
with multiple possible points of
failure. From a systems approach,
however, the statistical analysis of
circuit failure probabilities of each
node may suggest tighter reliability
specifications for other systems, such
as wiring harnesses or connectors,
therefore allowing lower cost
switchgear. Overall system reliability

SWITCHES MUST DO MORE THAN WORK RELIABLY;
THEY MUST CREATE A PRODUCTIVE WORK
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE OPERATOR AND ADD A
PERCEIVED LEVEL OF VALUE TO THE OVERALL SYSTEM.
is what counts; adding two orders of
magnitude better failure probability
to console/cockpit switchgear may be
needlessly costly.
Another solution is to manage
switch failure to lower costs. Panel
design using easily field-replaceable
switches may allow the designer to
achieve overall system reliability
targets with a lower-cost switch.
If field serviceability of operator
panels or consoles is a product design
requirement, the engineering for
switch access may already be in place.

some switches be interlocked or
guarded?
• Is flame retardancy and safe
failure modes a safety 			
requirement? Must 			
the switch fail open circuit? Can
the operator inadvertently break
the switch?

manufacturing? High performance
and low cost at the component
level is wasted if switches can’t be
productively assembled in the panels
on the assembly line.
Before World War II, it was
common to specify toggle switches
mounted in sheet steel panels through
punched half-inch holes with bezels
These are functional
and jam nuts. Surprisingly, that’s still
considerations, but most designers an option today, but few modern
operate in highly competitive
designers would consider the slow
markets. Switches must do
and error-prone technology for
more than work reliably; they
volume applications. Manual or
must create a productive work
automated through-panel insertion
environment
for
the
operator
and
of switches without fasteners is the
Performance for the User
add a perceived level of value to the norm, mounting through rectangular
At this point, the designer may
overall system.
apertures in stamped or injection
have a short list of switches that can
For example, a physically small
molded panels. Rectangular mounting
perform in the circuit and at the
switch
located
inconveniently
or
holes guarantee alignment, eliminate
desired level of reliability. Although
too
close
to
other
controls
may
rotation and allow the panel designer
switches are the most basic form of
perform
well,
but
look
and
feel
out
to tool up at moderate cost.
HMI, as soon as the human operator is
of
place
in
heavy-duty
equipment.
For multiple switch panels,
factored into the system, another set of
complete modules are usually the
parameters must be considered. Typical Conversely, traditional toggle or
rocker switches may not give a
lowest cost option for volume
questions might be:
21st
century
feel
to
high-tech,
applications, and add savings with
• Can your operator actuate the
computerized
equipment.
simplified connectors and simpler,
switch conveniently? Will the 		
In
control
stations
and
on
lighter wiring harnesses.
operator be expected to look at the
consoles
used
in
expensive,
highswitch when actuating it? Will the
The same cost pressures affecting
tech equipment, details as small as
operator be wearing gloves?
the control designer are also at play
switch bezels, color and brightness
Will they be in a high vibration
in the rest of electrical system, and
of illumination and multilingual,
environment?
multiplexing—especially through
standardized switch symbology
• Does the operator need 		
communication protocols like SAE
matter. The right switch from an
confirmation of switch actuation?
J1939 and NMEA—allow simpler,
engineering standpoint may be the
Strong, defined detente positions?
lighter harnesses. For the control
wrong one for people selling and
Power-on illumination?
designer, the added complexity of
using the equipment.
• Will the switch be part of a multimultiplexing actually simplifies the
switch panel? Will the switches
panel problem, allowing an essentially
be directly or indirectly illuminated? Design for
infinite choice of custom or offShould brightness be controlled? Is
Manufacturability
the-shelf control modules using
the operator’s night vision an issue?
By this point, a design
touchpads with custom graphics and
• Are specialized switches needed for
engineer may have a good idea
illumination.
safety critical functions? Should
what to specify, but what about
One positive result is a better
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Choose the Right
Switch Vendor ›

As complex as the switch selection
process is, this article only begins
to describe the potential issues for
OEM manufacturers. Choosing the
right switch supplier is no longer the
purchasing department’s problem;
rather, smart design engineers reach
out early and often during the product
development phase and tap into the
engineering expertise of capable
vendors.
One result of this collaborative
development process is that
increasingly custom switches and
modules may not be available
from multiple vendors. More than
one design engineer is faced with
purchasing and production managers
who fight against sole sourcing of
essential components.

However, unit cost is not system • How much lead time does 		
the vendor need for product 		
cost, and a switch vendor with
development and delivery?
expertise and engineering depth
• Can the vendor ramp production
can deliver significant savings in
to required volumes?
time-to-market and manufacturing
Carling Technologies is
costs, which often
makes the unit cost of A SWITCH VENDOR one vendor with these
individual components
WITH EXPERTISE attributes, but regardless
a secondary
AND ENGINEERING of a design engineer’s
chosen partner, the
consideration.
DEPTH CAN
bottom line isn’t just cost
Some manufacturers
or performance: it’s risk.
have standardized
DELIVER
a reliable, capable
supplier qualification
SIGNIFICANT Having
vendor is insurance
procedures, and
SAVINGS IN TIME- against program failure
many don’t, but they
should all ask some
TO-MARKET AND in control panel design.
switch
basic questions when
MANUFACTURING Experienced
manufacturers also have
choosing a switch
COSTS.
the benefit of working
vendor:
with multiple customers and may
• Does the vendor have in-house 		
have supplied switches in similar
engineering expertise?
design environments to the engineer’s
• Can the vendor help the OEM 		
current project. An engineering-heavy
engineering team with product 		
supplier such as Carling Technologies
design?
can offer experience that could take
• Does the vendor offer multiple 		
decades to accumulate. The goal is
solutions for control design 		
always overall system performance
problems?
at the lowest possible cost—and it’s
• Does the vendor offer third-		
rarely a real advantage to default to
party certified products?
the lowest-cost switch.
• Can the vendor provide 		
certifications and lot traceability
Click here › to learn more about
to the OEM QA department?
• Does the vendor manufacture 		 Carling Technologies products and
capabilities.
in-house?

CONFIGURIT TOOL ›
www.carlingtech.com/configurit
Click above to use Carling’s new
CONFIGURIT tool to configure a
complete and valid part number. This
easy-to-use tool allows you to select
the part features that best suit your
application and it provides additional part
number details such as datasheets, 3D
CAD models and 2D sales drawings.

PART NUMBER:
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Take Action
Download
3D CAD File

Download
Datasheet

Configure a Complete
and Valid Part
Number Now!
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control with a modern, automotive
look and feel that offers high
performance in severe service
applications. But with multiplexed
systems, the rule stating that vendor
selection needs to be considered early
in the design process is especially true.
For these more complex systems, the
switch vendor frequently becomes
a supplier/partner in the product
development process.

